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Children are like buds in a garden and should be carefully and lovingly nurtured as
they are the future of the nation and the citizens can a better order of society be
built up.
The above quote by the First Prime Minister of India, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru,
Children’s favourite Chachaji gives allegiance to our institution.
Looking back at our journey in serving the cause of education since 1984, let us
pay our tribute to Sheikh Abdulla Al Ansari whose vision is being safeguarded and
followed as we are in the 36th year of inception. With delight, I present the
Annual Report which enumerates the labour of love, activities and achievements
of our students.
Dayapuram Residential School is an educational institution with a difference, a
promising institution providing value-added, quality education in the educational
arena, striding towards excellence.
Carrying the legacy forward to reach the echelons of success, we have
Mr.Muraleedharan as the Vice Principal; Mrs.Sajitha V K, Mrs.Bindu P, Mr.Rajeev
Kumar and Mrs.Neetha Davis to navigate the four compartments, for the smooth
sail of the school. Mrs.Priya Jannet caresses the Nursery Children.
The school currently has a strength of 2008 students in Dayapuram Residential
School and Dayapuram Nursery School accommodates 300 students.
Marching Towards Victory
Academic Excellence
We have continued the legacy of Academic Excellence. Our school has produced
an impressive record of 100% pass with quality results in AISSE & AISSCE
Examination held in March 2019. All the 140 students of Class X and 107 students
of Class XII who had appeared in these exams passed with flying colours.
I am proud to share that Hiba Muneer, the school topper in class X with a score
of 99% has shared the 5th position in All India Ranking

CLASS X
TOTAL STUDENTS APPEARED
DISTINCTION
FIRST CLASS

140
128
12

CLASS XII
TOTAL STUDENTS APPEARED
DISTINCTION
FIRST CLASS
SECOND CLASS

107
53
52
2

We have the list of students who excelled in AISSCE 2018-19.
Aslin Muringam Purayil with a score 95.6 % is the topper in class XII. Fathima Liya
Ishaq has topped the commerce stream with a score of 92.8%.
Thanks to the hard work of our dedicated staff and vibrant co-operation from our
students and parents.
I congratulate all the students and I am sure, the present outgoing students will
emulate and excel even further.
Faculty Development / Enrichment Programmes
Dayapuram strongly believes that the teachers are to be given regular orientation
in teaching –learning methodologies. Professional on-going learning of the staff is
decisive /crucial for quality teaching-learning. This has ensured the development
of skills, knowledge and accepting to implement the current trends in teaching &
learning. The staff participated in a variety of Professional Learning opportunities.
Our teachers are attending the Capacity Building Programme hosted by
Centre of Excellence to gain knowledge on the subject areas and provide
innovative approaches for the teaching-learning process.
Refresher Course
Refresher Course for teachers with the motto ‘Connect, Communicate and Act
together was inaugurated by Col.Pankajakshan (NIT Registrar). In his
inaugural address, he quoted that the role of a teacher in today’s time is

important in order to develop responsible individuals. The Refresher courses
make the teacher motivated and increases self awareness.
The five days programme covered the basic knowledge of Laws of POSCO,
learning disabilities seen among students, novel methodologies, a broader
perspective on subject teaching and the emerging trends in teaching –learning
which enable the teachers to reflect in the class room teaching.
Education Process
In our efforts towards academic excellence and growth, we have initiated certain
Empowerment programmes to bridge the gap and to equip them to face the
competitive world.
Student Support Programmes
Student Welfare is the vision and governance of Dayapuram. We had
comprehensive sessions on Food & Adulteration, Artificial Intelligence and English
Communication.
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These sessions are chalked at for Students’ Welfare and to expand the knowledge
and also to utilize their potential.

English Season
English Season, the programme to enhance the students English language skill
was structured to enrich students vocabulary, to develop their communication
skill, creativity and fluency in English Language. Ms.Meghna Gandhi, an acclaimed
Theater Language Trainer lead the session named ‘ Expression Series’ was
effective as the programme was filled with exhilaration and excitement.
Mr.Narayana Bhattathiri, one of the founding figures of calligraphy, equipped the
children with the art of modern calligraphy.
Mr.Mikhail Sen, an actor, director and teacher of performance with his acquired
skills from Drama Centre, London won the hearts through his ingenious and
demonstrative style. Fun based games were the basic resource for enhancing and
strengthening the techniques of concentration and narrative skill which inflamed
the students’ interest to communicative English.
Artificial Intelligence
Mr.Rajeev , M.A, Head , Department of Artificial Intelligence , TATA Consultancy
Services, suggested that Artificial Intelligence and coding should be introduced to
students from Primary Level itself. He shared that the much talked concept of
Artificial Intelligence ie in which computer systems are in forefront to work needs
human brain and responses. He was elated when he knew that Dayapuram
Residential School is the first school in Kerala to introduce Computer Coding from
primary classes onwards.
ASSET
Assessment of Scholastic Skills through Education Testing (ASSET) is an
internationally approved system for students of Classes V to VIII that checks the
‘degree of students understanding’ on English, Maths and Science through
‘Online’ mode.

DTSE
Dayapuram Talent Search Examination was held to evaluate the students ability
to think and to ascertain their capabilities in reasoning and also to gauge info in
the General Knowledge. The DTSE prepares them for facing competitive exams
by testing a students aptitude as well as the knowledge of a particular subject.
Merit Meet
Dayapuram conducted Merit Meet,
a grand show
that celebrated
commitment, success and perseverance of our students. It honoured the
meritorious students and the entire batch of X and XII who secured excellent
result in the Board Examination. Sri.Kurian Joseph, Rtd Justice, Supreme
Court of India was the Chief Guest. He congratulated the winners and
motivated them to excel in life through grit and determination. He wished
them well for their future goals.

Investiture Ceremony
True leaders always practice the three Resource Persons- Respect for self, Respect
for others, Responsibility for all their actions.
The Investiture Ceremony was held with great pomp and dignity. The Ceremony
signifies the conviction and trust that the school consigns in the newly interested
office bearers.
Ms.Meghasree, IAS , Asst.Collector,Kozhikode the honourable guest
congratulated the elected student council and gave an inspiring speech.
She opined that they are the torch bearers of all the values that the school stands
for and urged them to take up responsibility with commitment and integrity.
The Principal administered the oath to the School Youth Parliament.
She congratulated the office-bearers and held them to honour the responsibility
and trust bestowed upon them.
The ceremonial pinning of the badges of the President, Prime Minister and other
members were carried out with truth, honour, and dignity.

The School Youth Parliament were prepared to don the mantle of responsibility
and to carry it out with utmost honesty and loyalty.
Co-curricular Activities
The students unleashed their creative and performance dexterity in various items
of Malabar Sahodya , thus bringing laurels to our school.
WINNERS IN MALABAR SAHODAYA REGION are
NAAJI FARAAZ
FATHIMA P
AZWA ZEBA
DHUVA V K
SHALINA
FINIYA FATHIMA
RANA KADEEJA
SAMEEHA ASHRAF
ADEELA ALI KUTTY
DIYA B THOMAS
FATHIMA HIBANA
AZMINA

XI
IV
II
III
XI
XI
XI
VII
XI
VI
X
XI

HANOON MOHAMMED RIDWAN

X

STORY WRITING MALAYALAM
DIGITAL PAINTING
PAINTING
PAINTING CRAYON
EXTEMPORE ENGLISH
POSTER DESIGNING, CARTOON
RECITATION ARABIC
ELOCUTION ENGLISH
STORY WRITING HINDI
RECITATION HINDI
ESSAY WRITING ENGLISH
PAINTING OIL COLOUR, PAINTING
WATER COLOUR
DIGITAL PAINTING

Arts Day
Cultural competitions are held annually to showcase the talents and skill was
celebrated with much gaiety and enthusiasm. In this age of technology, art is
of paramount importance. The students participated with all enthusiasm in
various stage and off stage items.
Sapphire House was declared champions in the vibrant ,enthusiastic and
healthy competition.
Here are the names of students who have been adjudged as Kalathilakam &
Kalaprathibha:Category

Kalathilakam

Kalaprathibha

Kiddies

Ayisha Thahani M P
Ruby

Cat 1

Fathima P
Topaz

Cat 2

Hanfah Muhammed Ridwan –
Emerald

Cat 3

Hanoon Muhammed Ridwan – X
Sapphire

Cat 4

Nena Mariyam C T –XII
Topaz

FATHIN A AHMED
III A
EMRALAD
NIVED P K
VII C
SAPPHIRE
ADEEB AHSAN C
- XA
- TOPAZ
Naaji Faraaz
XII A
Emerald

SPORTS
“Winners never quit ,quitters never win”
It is true as our students did us proud in sports arena.
Sports Competitions inculcate the spirit of positive challenges and sportsmanship
among the students and prepare them for the life ahead. Our students actively
participated in Sahodaya Sports and won medals.
In the Malabar Sahodaya Athletic Meet, Dayapuram students clinched the trophy
of winners for athletics. The endless hours of practice along with the right
balance in the mindset of athletics resulted to fetch the coveted trophy of
champions. Our School is credited with 5 individual champions.
The five individual Champions are
1

UNDER 10

GIRLS

FATHIMA FATHA

2

UNDER 12

BOYS

A.INAMU RAHMAN

UNDER 12

GIRLS

FATHIMA NAIRA

3

4

UNDER 14

BOYS

GENIL S ANIL

5

UNDER 19

BOYS

FAYIZ A.K

Dayapuram bagged the Kho Kho Runner up trophy for Boys in the Malabar
Sahodaya championship.
In the Kozhikode District Senior Rugby Tournament, Dayapuram girls were
declared champions.
Annual Sports was declared open by Mr.Kamal Varadoor, the Chief Editor,
Chandrika, was the Chief Guest. He opined that confidence is the best weapon to
win not only sports, but also to face life. He received the salute from the
students paraded for March past.
Emerald House received maximum points and clinched the trophy.
The individual champions in each category are as follows:
Cat III

Cat IV

Cat V

CAT VI

ASHFAQ AHAMED
VI A
TOPAZ
GENIAL S ANIL
VIII C
SAPHIRE
ABDUL NAZER M T- XA – SAPHIRE
ADEEB AHSAN – XA –TOPAZ
VISHNU K P – IX D – EMERALD
FAYIS AK – XII D- EMERALAD

FATHIMA NAINA
VB
EMERALAD
SREYA -VIII C- TOPAZ

POOJA MANOJ – IX C-SAPPHIRE
NIVEYA SUNIL – IX C – SAPPHIRE
FINIYA FATHIMA –XII A- EMERALD

Out Reach Programmes
Our school works with a strong value –based orientation of sensitizing the
students to the needs of under privileged. In keeping with this ethos , a
Football Match was organized solely by our students to build a house for a Flood

affected person. The match was a great success and the amount for building the
house was received by the enthusiastic participation of students.
A spirited fund collection drive was conducted.

CCA
Co-curricular activities provided a channel for reinforcing the lesson learned in the
classroom in a real world contest, and are thus considered an integral part of a
well-rounded education. The programme to support the student’s academic,
social, cultural and physical development includes 16 items which are given
professional training on all Saturdays by reputed trainers.
The items are
Basket Ball, Football, Cricket, Badminton, Chess, Karate, Table Tennis, Painting ,
Craft, Guitar, Ababcus, Keyboard, Speech , Craft,Quran Recitation and Computer
Programming.
Days Celebrated
Independence Day
A high note of patriotic zeal and favour marked the Independence celebration as
our students paid a rich tribute to our motherland.
The celebrations which marked with total student involvement and with great
pomp and joy were World Environment Day, International Yoga Day, Anti- Drug
Day, Moon Day, Cleaning Day, Kerala Formation Day etc.
School Magazine
The School Magazine is a ‘NICHE ’ to the activities of the school. School magazine
expands the wisdom and helps in developing the power of writing of the budding
writers.
School Assembly
Promoting the harmony across all communities, special assemblies are conducted
on special days. It’s potential to nurture a positive school ethos and the concept

of special assemblies had been organized to encourage and reflect upon the
universal values of truth, love, peace, non-violence and right conduct.
Digital Festival
Dayapuram Fraternity has initiated a novel programme to enhance the
knowledge in computer and integrate technology and make the students and
teachers of Dayapuram Makers /Collaborators rather than mere
Users/Consumers.
PTA
Parent Teacher meeting was conducted after the Mid Term /Quarterly Exam for
giving the parents a scope to gauge and discuss their ward’s academic progress
and also on their overall development.
ALUMNI
Many of our Alumni are doing great work in different domains and to raise the
line of excellence, the Alumni meet occasionally for several initiatives to
strengthen the foray of our students into different avenues and prospects..

Let me take this opportunity to acknowledge gratefully the intended
co-operation, constant inspiration and immense support extended by our Patron
Sri.C.T Abduraheem and Management , teaching staff, Non teaching staff and
other supporting staff members who contribute to various developmental
activities.
Dear students, my sincere thanks to each and everyone of you. I am sure that our
collective endevaour shall take our institution to greater heights in the
educational arena and serving the society in a meaningful and positive manner.
My whole hearted thanks to all stakeholders –parents, well-wishers and alumni
who have been in touch with us during the year, as their valuable suggestions
have helped us improve . I look forward to your continued support in making our
institution the best in imparting both education and moral values in building a
society with human touch.

Keeping in mind the holistic development of our students , we have always
worked towards giving them ample opportunity to inculcate all the life skills
needed to be successful in today’s world.
We wish to correct the shortcomings of the past and try to fair better with a sense
of hope towards greater growth and progress.
I thank God Almighty for his wonderful providence and the powerful intercession
of the God. I express my indebtedness to all who in their own way have helped in
raising the institution where it stands today.
“The Principal goal of education in the schools should be creatiing men and
women who are capable of doing new things, not simply repeating what other
generations have done. “
With this above promising quote by the famous educationist Jean Piaget , let us
continue our march towards achieving greater heights.

**********

